We analyze the theory of massive fermions in the fundamental representation coupled to a U (N ) Chern-Simons gauge theory at level K. It is done in the large N , large K limits where λ = N K is kept fixed. Following [1] we obtain the solution of a Schwinger-Dyson equation for the two point function, the exact expression for the fermion propagator and the partition function at finite temperature. We prove that in the large K limit there exists an infinite set of classically conserved high spin currents also when a mass is introduced, breaking the conformal invariance. In analogy to the seminal work of 't Hooft on two dimensional QCD, we write down a Bethe-Salpeter equation for the wave function of a "quark anti-quark" bound state. We show that unlike the two dimensional QCD case, the three dimensional Chern-Simons theory does not admit a confining spectrum.
Introduction
In recent years a major progress has been made in the understanding of large N three dimensional Chern-Simons theory coupled to matter in the fundamental representation [1] - [14] . Interesting exact results have been derived without the aid of supersymmetry. Among these achievements is the determination of the exact planar free energy of the theory at finite temperature on R 2 as a function of the 't Hooft coupling λ = N K , where K is the level of the Chern-Simons term. Another property of these theories is the fact that classically in the large N there is an infinite tower of high-spin conserved currents. It was shown in [1] that the divergence of these currents is equal to a double and a triple trace of currents that vanish in the large N limit. In [4] it was shown that in the large N limit the theory of N scalars coupled to U (N ) CS theory at level K is equivalent to the Legendre transform of the theory of K fermions coupled to a U (K) CS theory at level N .
In [1] the fact that one can extract exact results is attributed to the discrete nature of the CS coupling constant, the large N limit, the light-cone gauge and the fact that for the massless case the theory is conformal invariant. The main question addressed in the this work is to what extent can one decipher the large N CS theory coupled to massive fundamental fermions. Thus our question is essentially whether two of the three ingredients of the CS coupling, large N and the light-cone gauge are enough to enable us to solve it exactly or is conformal symmetry necessary for that. Our answer is that there are interesting physical quantities that can be determined even without conformal invariance. Concretely we have addressed the following three questions: (i) The fermion propagator and the thermal free energy. (ii) The hight spin currents and their classical conservations. (iii) The spectrum bound state mesons.
Following [1] we show that by solving a Schwinger-Dyson equation, the fermion propagator and the partition function at finite temperature can be determined exactly. We have generalized the result of [1] to the massive case while using a somewhat different technique. In [2] it was shown that the result of [1] is incomplete and that there is an additional contribution to the thermal free energy from winding modes. The full expression written down in that paper holds for fermions of any mass, with an appropriate modification of the parameters.
We prove that in the large N limit there exists an infinite set of classically conserved high spin currents. The conservation holds classically for high spin currents which are similar to the ones used in the massless case apart from the following replacement
The divergence of these currents is equal to double trace operators which vanish in the large N limit. This is the same structure as for the conformal invariant setup.
As for the spectrum of bound state mesons, we write down, in analogy to the seminal work of 't Hooft on two dimensional QCD, a Bethe-Salpeter equation for the wave function of a "quark anti-quark" bound state. We show that unlike the two dimensional QCD case, the three dimensional Chern-Simons theory does not admit a confining spectrum. In fact, no high mass bound states exist.
The paper is organized as follows: The next section describes the basic setup of a Chern-Simons theory in Euclidean three dimensions in the large N and large level K limits with fixed ratio, coupled to a fermion in the fundamental representation. Section §3 is devoted to the determination of the fermion propagator at zero temperature. In section §4 we determine the fermion propagator at finite temperature. This is in fact a straightforward generalization of the result found in [2] for the theory which at zero temperature is conformal invariant. In section §5 we discuss the free energy case. Section §7 is devoted to the high spin currents. In section §7 we write down a 't Hooft-like equation for the bound states of the theory at zero temperature, and transform it to a form closer to the two dimensional case. We then apply in subsection §7.1 the high mass approximation, finding a solution that is not consistent with the approximation. The conclusion is that there are no high mass bound states, where by high mass we mean much larger than the quark mass. Section §8 is devoted to analyzing higher spin currents. We show that the same structure that occurs for the conformal theory is also characterizing the massive theory. In the last section we summarize our results and present several open questions.
The setup
The R 3 Euclidean action of the U (N ) CS theory coupled to a massive fermion in the fundamental representation is
where
Note that we set the coupling constant to one. Using light-cone coordinates x + , x − , x 3 and light-front gauge A − = 0 the action in momentum space reads
It follows from this action that the gauge field propagator takes the form
where the only non-trivial components of G µν (p) are
This translates in configuration space to
The fermion propagator
The fermion propagator is given by
and The equation for Σ takes the form
where λ = N c /K. This is depicted in fig.(1) . Equating the coefficients of the various γ µ matrices it is clear that Σ is independent of p 3 and
Substituting 3.4 into (3.3) we get the following integral equations for f 0 and g 0
To solve for the functions f 0 (λ, p s , m bare ) and f 0 (λ, p s , m bare ) we now employ the identity
Applying this to Eq (3.6) we get
Multiplying the first with f 0 p s , the second by p + and adding, we get zero for the right hand side, thus obtaining
Which gives the solution
The constant of integration comes out to be m 2 , where m is the pole in the full propagator. Using this, the first equation in (3.8) can be integrated, to give
To determine C, we will evaluate the integral in (3.3) for p s = 0. Actually, it is enough to evaluate the scalar part. So we have
The integral is equal to
Setting the linearly divergent integral to zero, by dimensional regularization, we get that C = m bare , and so
As for p + g 0 , it follows from the integral equation (3.3) that it vanishes at p s = 0. This means that p s f 0 equals m for p s = 0, entailing
Thus the functions f 0 and g 0 and hence the non-trivial components of Σ are given by
Note that we got this solution without solving for the integrals, just by their form and their values at p = 0.
It follows from (3.16) that Σ takes the form
Thus the coefficient of the unit matrix in Σ, which was for the massless case λp s , is still linear in λ but there is a re-scaling of p s → p s 1 +
for the massless case was −ip + λ 2 , is determined in the massive case from the relation (3.10).
It is easy to check that for the massless limit these results go back to
To summarize the propagator of the massive fermion takes the form
4. The fermion propagator at finite temperature
The physical system considered in the previous section can be brought into an equilibrium with a thermal bath of temperature T = 1 β . To analyze such a case one is required to compactify the Euclidean time direction and thus put the system on a R 2 × S 1 background manifold rather than on an R 3 manifold. The fermion propagator for such a system at finite temperature was computed for the massless case in [1] . This result was later corrected in [2] where the contribution from windings around the Euclidean time direction were incorporated and in addition a mass term was added. The result derived in [2] takes the following form
where y = βp s and Li 2 [...] is the dilogarithm function. The "thermal mass parameter" µ T is determined by the equation
where the positive solution for µ T was chosen. At finite temperature there is a non-trivial thermal mass parameter both for the underlying massive as well as the massless theories. In terms of the fermion propagator the difference between the massless and massive theories is the fact that for the former case one has to substitute m bare = 0 in the equations above. Note also that when T → 0, and with µ T = βm T , we get that m T (1 − λ) → m bare , as expected (use also (3.15) ).
Once the f (y) function is determined we are left over only with g(y) which determines the coefficient of γ + in Σ. This function is determined in this case also from a relation similar to (3.10), namely
The free energy
Once the fermion self energy is determined we can also compute the free energy of the system. In [2] it was shown that the free energy of the thermal system is given by
where we have replaced the trace with an integral over the uniform spread of eigenvalues and whereq µ = q µ − 2π|λ|u β δ 3,µ . The final result derived in [2] takes the form
High spin currents
In [1] it was shown that the free massless theory admits an infinite set of high spin currents which are classically conserved. The conserved currents of dimension s + 1 and spin s have the following structure
where there is a full symmetrization of all the vector indices. The polynomial is determined using a generating function [9] O(x, ) = J (s) µ 1 ,...,µs
By Taylor expanding this function the four first conserved currents are found to be
It is easy to check that the first two currents are conserved also for the massive theory. The higher spin currents are conserved provided we make the following replacement
To show this, we use the generating function, after we make this replacement, applying to it (
The contribution of the factor [exp
which vanishes when taken betweenψ and ψ. As for the other factors in the generating function, it is enough to show that the contribution of the argument vanishes, namely
This is indeed the case, as
which also vanishes when taken betweenψ and ψ. It remains to check the part where the divergence is contracted with the γ matrix, which follows fromψ (
also in the massive case. For the interacting massless theory it was proven in [1] that there is a similar set of higher spin currents, gotten by replacing ordinary derivatives with covariant derivatives,
The similarity is in the sense that although not conserved, their divergence does not have a single trace part. The classical divergence of the corresponding currents was derived using the equation of motion. The one associated with the gauge fields does not change in form when a mass is introduced, and it remains as
However, the equation associated with the fermion does of course change, and it now reads
Now, when checking the equation for the divergence of the currents, we have to change orders of covariant derivatives. For this we use
Combining with (6.11), we see that for the single trace terms, we can treat the covariant derivatives as commuting, since the extra terms are higher trace, with each one multiplied by an extra 1 K factor. We now claim that also in the massive case, the divergence of the currents will have no single trace term, provided we make the replacement
The currents are now
In the following we will omit the "Symmetrized". Take the divergence
Now, when µ l is contracted with γ, we havē
T erms with double trace multiplied by 1 K = Only terms with double trace multiplied by 1 K (6.17)
For the rest of the proof, we use the generating function, with the replacement (6.10) to covariant derivatives, and also the m 2 shift (1.1).
As for the term exp
it is sufficient to check (
which, for the single trace terms, is equal to
This is actually zero, by the use of
which follows from (6.12). It remains to examine the contribution of the factor
Its contribution to the divergence, for the single trace terms, is
It has no single trace terms, by (6.21 ). This completes our proof.
't Hooft like equation for the spectrum of bound states
In the conformal setup when the fermions are massless a natural question to address is the spectrum of dimensions of the primaries operators and their descendants. The primaries are the operatorψψ and the tower of symmetric traceless currents J (s) µ 1 ,...µs which are constructed from a fermion anti-fermion bilinear sandwiching derivatives and a gamma matrix. The analysis of the spectrum of dimensions was carried out in [1] . The analogous question for the massive theory is the mass spectrum of bound states. The latter can be built in the same way as in the conformal theory. Here we will discuss a special class of the mesonic bound states. Note also that since the theory is invariant under local U (N ) symmetry, and not only SU (N ), baryons bound states are not gauge invariant. 1 We address the question of the spectrum of masses only at zero temperature.
The spectrum of fermion anti-fermion bound states of two dimensional QCD in the planar limit was solved in the seminal work of 't Hooft [15] . Since like in that work, here we are also using (i) light-front coordinates, (ii) light-cone gauge and (iii) the planar limit, it calls for the use of a similar approach to the one used in [15] for our system. The key player is the bound state "wave-function" or the "blob" which is the Fourier transform of the matrix element of the operator ψ(x)ψ(0) between the vacuum and the meson states,
To determine the "wave-function" one has to solve a Bethe-Salpeter which is depicted in figure ( 2).
1 Note, however, that at large N the U (1) part is down by Note that the correlator in the definition of φ(p, k) includes the operators ψ andψ at different points ψ(x)ψ(0). Expanding ψ(x) around x = 0 we get bilinear operators of ψ andψ with any arbitrary number of derivatives (∂ µ 1 ...∂ µn ψ)ψ| x=0 . Thus the blob describes a bound state of a quark and an anti-quark with all orbital momenta. As for the internal spin, φ(p, k) is a 2x2 matrix, so it includes the spin zero and one components, and those are all the Dirac bilinear combinations in 3 dimensions.
To determine the masses of the bound states, we will have to go back to Minkowski space. But let us first continue in Euclidean space.
The integral equation reads
Using (3.7) we can transform the integral equation into the following differential equa-
wherek is the vector (k 1 , k 2 ), andφ
Next we expand the blob in terms of the coefficients of γ µ and I similar to (3.2)
and similarly forφ. Thus the right hand side of (7.2) involves φ s and φ − only. This results in two coupled integral equations for φ s and φ − , with φ + and φ 3 determined from φ s and φ − .
The integral equation now implies
and (b s , b − , b + , b 3 ) are given similarly with the same expressions but with k − p replacing k.
Let us choose now the frame p = (0, 0, p 3 ) (7.9)
The integral equations become
We can now perform an integration over k 3 on both sides, noting that d 3 q is independent of k 3 . This will result in integral equations forφ on both sides.
To find the bound states, we have to go to Minkowski space, by analytic continuation to p 3 = iM b . The solutions of the integral equation should provide us with the masses of the bound states M b .
To perform the integrals over k 3 , we will make use of the following integrals
The integral equations, after the k 3 integration, become
The wave functions above may have gauge dependent parts in them. However, we will be looking at the masses of the bound states, which depend on the gauge invariant parts only.
Large bound state mass approximations
The analysis of the spectrum of bound sates of large N QCD in two space-time dimensions simplifies in the limit of high excitation, or large bound state mass. It was found out [15] that for high excitations the spectrum becomes a Regge-like spectrum, namely, M 2 b ∼ n where n is the excitation number. Thus, we would like to first to investigate whether there is a region of large bound sate masses and if yes what is the structure of the spectrum in that region.
Take, in the last equation, the limit of |ip 3 | ⇒ ∞. Then,
and an identical one forφ − (q, p 3 ). Define
1. Having high-spin currents which are classically conserved. 2. For the exact determination of the fermion propagator and the thermal free energy.
(ii) The structure of the spectrum of bound states of the massive theory. As for the fermion propagator and the thermal free energy we have generalized the results of [1] to the case of massive fermions. While working on this project these properties were re-derived including a correction due to the presence of modes associated with the holonomy around the Euclidean circle in [2] . These results were determined for both the massless and massive cases. We have shown in this paper that the same structure of classically conserved high spin currents of the massless theory occurs also for the massive one. This was derived by a simple modification of the currents.
The question of the spectrum of bound states of the three dimensional CS theory is less tractable than the analogous problem in two dimensional QCD [15] . For once there are two coupled integral equations for two independent components of the " wave function" φ s (k, p) and φ − (k, p). The fact that the integrals are three dimensional rather than just two light-cone dimensions add further complication. We were not able to solve the equations in full generality. However, we were able to show that, unlike the two dimensional case where there is for large excitation number a " Regge spectrum" where [M (n) b ] 2 ∼ n, there are no highly excited bound states in our case. This is in accordance with the fact that the system described in this paper is not a confining one as can be seen from (6.11).
The research of the massive CS theory is still in an infant state and there are plenty of open quesitons to further investigate.
• For the conformal theories both with fermions and with scalars the high spin currents were analyzed also beyond the classical limit. In particular three point functions involving high spin currents have been computed [1] [3] . A natural question to ask is can one determine the analogous correlators for the massive theory.
• By no means the investigation of the coupled 't Hooft like equations has been exhausted. One can try solving them in other special cases similar to the |ip 3 | → ∞ that we have used, and one may try to use also numerical methods.
• Following the work of 't Hooft, a similar though non-homogeneous, integral equation was written down for the scattering amplitude of a quark anti-quark [16] . In a similar manner to the coupled equations that we derived for the "blob", one can write equations also for the scattering amplitude and analyze them.
• We have addressed the issue of mesonic bound-states at zero temperature. Provided that there are such bound-states at zero temperature an interesting question is to examine their fate once a temperature is turned on.
• In [3] a bosonization duality was proposed that relates a certain CS theory coupled to massive fermions in the fundamental representation to a CS theory couple to complex scalar in the fundamental representation. Thus one can investigate the issue of the spectrum of the bounds states of the massive theory also in the bosonic theory.
• An interesting limit to address is that of m bare → ∞ where the theory is supposed to flow to a "topological" pure CS theory.
